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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The bright poems of Christine
Potter s SHELTERING IN PLACE are anchored in the real, the daily, yet evoke a larger realm beyond
their pleasing surfaces. Sometimes I worry there won t be enough Chris Potter poems to see me
through my life. Potter tracks the weather better than any poet I know. She knows how to find
strength even under that lying sun and the way she shares her map and forecasts I feel tended to,
included. She recognizes shelter in things others don t recognize. All the while she runs away, I
know she is going somewhere safe and I follow her, feeding on her wise and funny charm. -Sherry O
Keefe These are poems of lucid memory, written to explore and evaluate it, cope with it,
comprehend it, rage at it, and finally, sometimes, to explode it. Embedded in these memories is a
catalogue of childhood fears, fears of the incomprehensible and of lies seemingly meant to cover
up the incomprehensible, fears of the simultaneous desire to escape mortality and to remain.
Christine Potter...
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ReviewsReviews

This created ebook is great. it was writtern very properly and useful. Its been printed in an exceedingly easy way in fact it is just right a er i finished
reading this pdf where basically modified me, alter the way i think.
-- Aglae Becker-- Aglae Becker

This ebook is definitely worth buying. It is definitely basic but excitement within the fi y percent in the ebook. Its been designed in an extremely
straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook where basically changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ward Morar-- Ward Morar
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